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The Mandate: A New Beginning 

GEMS Vision
“An excellent, sustainable and effective medical scheme that 

drives transformation in the healthcare industry, aligned 
with the principles of universal health coverage.”

• GEMS Mandate from Cabinet

to ensure that there is adequate 
provisioning of healthcare 
coverage to public service 
employees that is efficient, cost 
effective and equitable

• Commenced operations in 
2005

• Access + Affordability + Equity

• Disruptive

• Uncharted territory 
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Government Employees Medical Scheme

GEMS is a medical aid 
scheme

Intrinsic value of GEMS’ 
unique structure

▪ Must remain fiscally 
sound

▪ Same legal 
accountability

▪ Explore viable 
solutions to similar 
challenges

▪ Network of Service 
Providers

▪ IT and operating 
systems developed to 
unify Scheme

▪ Simplified product 
designs

▪ Underlying 
determination to 
serve  
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Claims experience 2016:
A defining moment 

“Learn from life, 

Learn from our people, 

Learn from the experience of others, 

Never stop learning” 

Amilcar Cabral 
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Insights gained

Structural 
Reforms

Care 
Coordination

Fraud, Waste 
and Abuse
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Structural reforms 

GEMS is working towards supporting the implementation of National Health Insurance  

Every person has the 
right “to have access 

to health care 
services, including 

reproductive health 
care”. No person 
“may be refused 

emergency 
treatment”.

Section 27 of the 
Constitution

By 2030, the health 
system should 

provide quality care 
to all, free at the 

point of service, or 
paid for by publicly 

provided or privately 
funded insurance. 

National 
Development Plan
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Claims experience

PMB Spend in 
Excess of Tariff

In Hospital 
Spend

Spend Category 2010 2016

R2,3bn

58%

42%

In Hospital Out of Hospital

66%

34%

In Hospital Out of Hospital

R0,56bn
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Care Coordination
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Care coordination 

Care coordination must be prioritised in order to make care more affordable, while 
simultaneously improving the quality of care. 

Care coordination is consistent with best practice and the NHI.
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Preceding FP Consultation

No Preceding FP Consultation

Only 37% of specialist visits have a preceding 
family practitioner visit

The cost of care increases up to 9% due 
multiple FP visits
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Fraud, Waste and Abuse

Industry estimates suggest that fraud 
accounts for 10% of healthcare costs 

Discovery: R4 billion 
GEMS: R3  billion 
Industry: R13 billion

Fraud robs patients of scarce resources that could otherwise be 
used to satisfy genuine clinical needs.

Fraud is the 
enemy of 

patient-centric 
care
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Summary

Legislative reform
National Health Insurance, 

Regulation 8, Prescribed Minimum Benefits

Fraud, waste and abuse
Fraud, waste and abuse is the enemy of 

patient centric care

Care coordination 
Care coordination leads to better healthcare 

outcomes and lower costs

There is an unequivocal need for far reaching reforms if we are to achieve 

the intent of NHI.
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The next level

Laying the building blocks for 
the next level of healthcare
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Once again we find ourselves 
confronted with the unknown.

Called upon to build something 
that will have a lasting impact 

on future generations.

Dare we walk alone?
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“It always seems 

impossible until 

it’s done.’’

Nelson Mandela

1918-2013
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THANK
YOU


